
Index

abundance value system 140–2

Boik, Sarah (physician billing unit)
attunement to others’ life

circumstances 120–2
boundary between life and work

120–2
creating meaning in work 122–5
creating opportunities for growth

116–17
daily practices of engagement

113–15
encouraging ideas and improvements

123–5
group celebrations 118–19
group involvement in hiring 115–16
humanity and respectful interaction

118–19
importance of ongoing teaching

122–5
leadership practices overview

127–30
leading by example 113–15
operational challenges in the billing

unit 110–11
participation by the group 115–17
performance information 114–15
performance requirements 113–15
playfulness and fun at work 125–7
recognition of values and common

sense in others 112–13
shared knowledge 114
socialization, training and retention

116–17
values-based leadership 108–30

Columbia space shuttle accident 57–8,
65

crisis see organizational crisis

decision making, tests of values 165–7

Enron 151–4, 158, 164

faith see religious faith; spirituality and
leadership

FedEx Freight 29–54
challenging and changing beliefs

33–42
communicating leadership beliefs

33–5
early business principles 29–30
gaining commitment to business

principles 43–5
Garrison, Sheridan 29–31, 41
history 29–31
leadership challenge ropes courses

35–42, 53
people-centric culture 29–30, 44–5,

46–54
‘People First’ strategy 42, 44–5,

46–54
recognizing problems 32–3

forgiveness
amplifying effects within

organizations 186–7
attribute of leadership 172–90
begrudging mode 177, 178–80
beneficial outcomes 173–6
benefits for forgiving leaders 184–5,

189–90
benefits to organizations 185–7,

189–90
buffering effects in difficult

circumstances 185–6
case example, John and Sam (LTL

trucking) 173–6
choosing to forgive 189
features and connotations 172–3

234
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finding strength from belief structure
189

how to practice transcendent
forgiveness 187–9

managers’ propensity for 182–5
modes of 176–82
modes used by different employee

groups 182–4
organizational 189–90
positive benefits of transcendent

mode 181–2
pragmatic mode 177, 178, 179, 180
recognizing the effects of an offense

188
reframing perceptions of the offense

and offender 188
relevance to leadership 173–6
separation from questions of justice

188
transcendent mode 177, 178, 179,

180–2, 187–9

high-risk/high-reliability organizations
ability to see developing problems

60–1, 65
Columbia space shuttle accident

57–8, 65
dangers of complacency 57–8
dangers of hubris 56
examples of failures and successes 55
Gleason, Paul 58–61
high reliability values 57–8
nature of 56–7
role of core competence 56
role of values in demanding

situations 55–65
sensemaking rather than

decision-making 58–60
strong responses to weak signals 56,

65
value of mindfulness 60–1, 63–5
value placed on disvaluing 63–5
value placed on mistake avoidance

60–1, 63–5
value placed on resilience 65
value placed on wisdom 61–3
values identification process 64–5
wildland firefighters 58–65

HomeBanc Mortgage Corporation
87–107

associate appreciation and
recognition 96–8

associate awards and benefits 97–8,
99–101

business performance 89
CEO Patrick Flood 87–90, 106–7
community and charity support 102
customer service guarantee 101
diversity awareness training 98–9
family atmosphere 89, 96–7, 102–3,

105–6
hiring process 94, 95–6, 106–7
HomeBanc academy 93–4
HomeBanc symbols and credo 92–3
leadership philosophy 89–90
mission and values 90–3
new associate orientation 94–6
no-layoffs policy 99
Office of People and Culture 106–7
outcome measurements 95–6,

106–7
people-first value system 87–107
reinforcement of values and culture

90, 91–6, 103–7
role of faith in the culture 87–8, 89,

101, 106–7
values card 91–2
vision 91–2

hubris, dangers of 56

Lay, Kenneth (Enron) 151–4, 164
leadership

instruction in the Marine Corps
220–4

role of forgiveness 172–90
social and relational aspects 156–7,

159–63
see also principled leadership;

values-based leadership

Marine Corps
accountability 72
belief in a Supreme Being 74–5
Core (Corps) values 216–18, 223–4,

232
creating organizational cohesion

216–18, 223, 232
culture and traditions 70–4
decentralization of command and

control 215–18
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Marine Corps (cont.)
discrimination and proportionality

79–86
ethics and understanding in combat

operations 79–86
expeditionary nature 71
influence of Eastern thought 76–7
inspiration of Mike Strank 213, 233
leadership and spirituality in the

battlefield 78–86
leadership instruction 220–4
leadership principles 75–8, 221–2,

223–4
leadership traits 221–2, 223–4
Maneuver Warfare principles 73,

214
Marine Corps Values Program

220–4
meaning of spirituality 74–8
meaning of the Marine Corps motto

85
Mentoring Program 220, 225, 229
Performance Evaluation System 220,

230–2
Professional Reading Program 220,

224–5, 226–9
recruitment screening of values 219
self-knowledge 75–6
special relationship with the

American people 68–9
spirituality and leadership 68–86
strategic corporal 216–18
survival through distinguished

service 71–2
teaching values 213–34
‘Three Block War’ view of future

conflicts 214–16, 232
training requirements of maneuver

warfare 214–18, 232
transformation process 218–31,

232–3
understanding of the use of violence

73
unique role and spirituality 68–9
unique training 71

mindfulness, value in high-risk
organizations 60–1, 63–5

negative values recognition
FedEx Freight 32–3

how “bad” decisions and actions can
occur 159–63

in high-risk organizations 63–5
Synovus 19, 20

organizational cohesion, Marine Corps
216–18, 223, 232

organizational crisis
building a collaborative community

202, 204–5
damage caused by 195
empathy and leadership 198
going beyond formal roles 198,

202–4
healing the social fabric 195–7
leadership support for coping and

healing 194, 195–7
leading others to safety 202, 206–7
method of interviews with those

involved 200–1
rise of rampage killings 194–5
role of values-based leadership

194–210
stories of value-driven leaders

201–8
taking on leadership responsibility

198, 206–7
the victim’s leadership 202, 207–8
threat-rigidity response 209
university business school shooting

(2003) 194, 199–208
values-based leadership behavior

197–9, 208–10

people-centric culture
FedEx Freight 29–30, 44–5, 46–54
HomeBanc 87–107
Synovus 16, 17–19, 20–2

physician billing unit
operational challenges 110–11
values-based leadership see Boik,

Sarah
positive deviance from normal

performance 140–2
principled leadership

asocial conceptions of 157, 158–9
awareness 154–5, 164, 165
being and living the principles 155
breathing life into organizations

154–5, 156–7, 165, 167–9
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definition 155–8
dilemma of competing principles

157–8, 168–9
effective storytelling 156–7, 168–9
Enron leadership problems 151–4,

158, 164
example of Roy Vagelos (Merck)

157–8, 168–9
framework and process for 154–5,

164–9
how “bad” decisions and actions can

occur 159–63
in challenging situations 151–69
inability to lead with values 151–4
over-reliance on mental schemas and

scripts 161–3
power of social contexts and cultural

schema 159–63
problems with Ford Pinto recall

process 161–3, 164
responsibility when things go wrong

158–9
self-reflection 154–5, 164, 165–7
social and relational aspects 156–7,

159–63
Stanford Prison Experiment 159–60,

164
tests for principled decision-making

165–7
using values as a compass 167–8
see also leadership; values-based

leadership

rampage killings, rise of 194–5
religious faith

role in culture (HomeBanc) 87–8,
89, 101, 106–7

role in culture (Synovus) 11–12,
16–17, 24

see also spirituality and leadership
Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant

abundance value system 140–2
bureaucratic control system 145
clean-up and decommissioning

challenges 133–4
culture change through change in

individuals 146–7
data sources 139–40
extraordinary success of clean-up

operation 135–9

financial incentives at
lifestyle-altering levels 143–4

history of conflict 133–4
Kaiser-Hill contract to clean up the

site 135
leadership from multiple sources

139, 143
leadership values for extraordinary

success 142–9
loss of mission and meaningful work

134
multiple enablers for successful

change 142
organizational symbols of

abundance aspirations 144–5
perfect execution of commitments to

stakeholders 146
period of active operation 132
positive deviance from normal

performance 140–2
priority of learning from successes

147–8
profound purpose for organization’s

activities 144
scale of radioactive waste and

pollution problem 133–4
strategy built on aspirations for the

organization 148
summary of outcomes 136–9
virtuousness pays dividends 148–9

servant leadership (Synovus) 15, 17, 25
social and relational aspects of

leadership 156–7, 159–63
spirituality and leadership

Marine Corps 68–86
Synovus 11–12, 16–17, 24
see also religious faith

storytelling
role in effective leadership 156–7,

168–9
to reinforce culture and values 23–4

Synovus Financial Services
Corporation 9–26

Blanchard, James (father) 11
Blanchard, James H. (son) 11–12,

16–17
Bradley, William Clark 10–11, 12
business performance and values

13–15, 18–19, 25
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Synovus Financial Services (cont.)
business rankings performance

14–15
card transactions and electronic

payments 13
customer service 15, 17–18, 19, 22
diversification into TSYS (Total

System) 13
founding families and history 9–12
growth by acquisitions 12–13
hiring policy 20–1
history of values 9–12
Jordan, George Gunby 9–10, 12
Leadership Institute and

Foundations of Leadership 24–5
living the culture and values 16–19,

20–2
outward expansion of the culture 15
people-centred culture 16, 17–19,

20–2
recognizing cultural deviations 19,

20
religious faith 11–12, 16–17, 24
reinforcing culture and values

15–16, 19–20, 22–6
rewards for good values 18
servant leadership 15, 17, 25
shareholder returns and values

13–14, 16, 25
storytelling to reinforce culture and

values 23-4

The Golden Rule – do what is right
15–16

Turner, D. Abbott 11–12
values 15–16
values-based culture 15–22
values-based leadership 9

Tutu, Desmond 3

Vagelos, Roy (Merck) 157–8, 168–9
values

as a compass for principled
leadership 167–8

role in high-risk/high reliability
organizations 55–65

teaching in the Marine Corps
213–33

values-based culture, Synovus 15–22
values-based leadership 9

creating practices (Sarah Boik)
108–30

leadership values for extraordinary
success 142–9

role in organizational crisis 194–210
see also leadership; principled

leadership

wildland firefighters, leadership in
high-risk organizations, 58–65

Zander, Benjamin 130
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